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5.	timing of ignition, and missed ignitions.
6.	in the body of the cylinder, instead of in a
port. ~This is	to produce imperfect combustion at light
loads.
The	of the above conditions is an exceptionally inter-
It	incontestably to be the case that the
of "	" in cylinders leads to loss of efficiency,
*'	"	the name given to any recess in the top of a
has the effect of increasing the clearance volume.
But it is	equally certain that the presence of " pockets "
the running of the engine under working conditions :
and	it, as it is termed, "more flexible."   Pockets
the	as they increase the ratio of surface to
they render ignition more certain, as, even at
the exhaust products left in the clearance
the incoming charge very considerably, there is
the	of the neighbourhood of the sparking plug
is	situated in or near one of these pockets)
in explosive mixture, so ensuring the proper
timing of the ignition.   Too much " pocketing "
on the	hand may lead to detonation of the charge.
174*	on the Road.—Not only are petrol engines for
tested on the bench, but also when fitted
Such tests are kept as closely as possible
to	working conditions.   Measurements of speed and
H.P. mm	also wherever possible tests of acceleration
of hill-climbing ability.   To measure the B.H.P. on the
it is	to know the speed and the resistance to
(B) in pounds per ton.
Then
BHP ~~ Velocity fa m.p.h. X B X weight of car in tons
375
is usualy read on a " speedometer " and the resis-
by an " accelerometer." Such an accelerometer is
in Eg. 102. Its action * is that of weighing the forces
* For •	of €he mediamsm, and of tests made with it, see
«•	16, 1910, and JProo^I.CUB?., Vol.   188 ;   also
tf	10	Transport (Constable & Co )

